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	This book presents a comprehensive survey of adipose tissue, its physiological functions, and its role in disease. The volume spans the entire range of adipose tissue studies, from basic anatomical and physiological research to epidemiology and clinical studies. Groundbreaking recent studies are incorporated into traditional models of adipose tissue properties. A description of the role of macrophages in obesity and metabolism in included.
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The Concept of CapitalismSpringer, 2009
A single system of economic governance – capitalism – prevails in the world today, both in theory and in practice. Yet there is neither a standard definition of capitalism nor a theory of how it works. Moreover, the most common conception of capitalism is that of a one-level system governed by markets, i.e., supply and demand, where...
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Effective Computational Methods for Wave Propagation (Numerical Insights)CRC Press, 2008
Due to the increase in computational power and new discoveries in propagation phenomena for linear and nonlinear waves, the area of computational wave propagation has become more significant in recent years. Exploring the latest developments in the field, Effective Computational Methods for Wave Propagation presents several modern,...
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Elementary AlgebraBrooks Cole, 2011

	Ideal for lecture-format courses taught at the post-secondary level, ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA, Ninth Edition, makes algebra accessible and engaging. Author Charles "Pat" McKeague's passion for teaching mathematics is apparent on every page. With many years of experience teaching mathematics, he knows how to write in a way that you...
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.NET and XMLO'Reilly, 2003
.NET & XML provides an in-depth, concentrated tutorial for intermediate to advanced-level developers.  Additionally, it includes a complete reference to the XML-related namespaces within the .NET Framework. XML is an extremely flexible technology, and Microsoft has implemented most of the tools programmers need...
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Marketing UnwrappedJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
Nobody in business can have escaped the shift towards customer focus. Today's marketer must be the people's champion. Yet to be taken seriously at board level marketing must also be accountable. Alongside inspiration and ideas must come rigour and results. Combining these elements requires integration with, and understanding of, other departments,...
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Craig's Soil Mechanics: Solutions ManualSpon Press, 2004

	This manual contains the complete illustrated solutions to all the problems in the seventh edition of Craig's Soil Mechanics.



	Soil E consists of 98% coarse material (31% gravel size; 67% sand size) and 2% fines.

	It is classified as SW: well-graded gravellySAND or, in greater detail, well-graded...
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